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Chapter 2. Introduction
FFF (fused filament fabrication) is the most spread technology for low end 3D printers. They work
like glue gun.

The stl data format is well supported for 3D printers and 3D printing software. The stl format is
converted in CNC machine instructions the G codes by a slicer program. In this process the 3D model
is converted into a set of 2D slices. The G codes finally tell the machine how to move within a slice.
This conversion also allows to decide how the inside of a figure is structured as make honeycomb to
save material and increase plotting speed.

To be flexible 3D printers as from the open source community http://reprap.org/wiki/RepRap have
everything openly published and therefore open to evolution and improvements. They do not sell
directly products but they provide many links.

3D printing PC SW is mainly used to convert the stl format to G-code. It is not recommended to have
the printer doing this, since this quite complex task and the PC is a much better platform to have SW
updates for it and fine tune the parameters.

Certain quite obvious things need to be kept in mind when printing in 3D. A good slicer program
helps here:

• The object must be small enough to fit into the printer

• The object must be able to stand. Furthermore it must be able to glue to the heated bed.

• Overhang printing works just to a certain degree. A way out is printing support elements that can
be removed when finished.

• The objects need a certain thickness

When designing an object it is not enough to just have something that looks good. The mesh must be
error free otherwise the slicer refuses it or even worse what you see is not what you get in 3D. Blender
has a Print3D add-on that shows the bugs (when in edit mode). Bugs are:

• Manifold or watertight

• Quad Faces that are not flat

To fix bad stl there are different tools:

• https://www.autodesk.com/products/netfabb/overview

• http://www.meshlab.org/

Usually the 3D printer SW takes care about everything, but it comes with many parameters. So when
the result does not satisfy, the parameters can be adjusted.

Important

It is a common habit that there is a z-axis offset between printing software and printer. Moving
the extruder home means moving it to 0 and nobody wants that it scratched and damages
the bed while doing this. A good adjustment makes that a small distance between bed and
nozzle can be seen and a feeler gauge of 0.1mm does not pass. This means the z-axis offset
is between 0 and minus 0.1mm. Add then -0.1mm to the slicer software for the z-axis offset.
Since the real distance is smaller than 0.1mm it gives a bit fatter first ayer and compensated
leveling tolerances. Since the printer can not go below that, the fist layer must be equal or
thicker than this offset.

http://reprap.org/wiki/RepRap
https://www.autodesk.com/products/netfabb/overview
http://www.meshlab.org/
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Figure 2.1. Important parameters

Extruder diameter (b) has a secondary role in printing. More important is (c) the height the nozzle is
above the bed (for the first layer). Therefore it is important that the bed is flat and leveled. Automatic
leveling can help here. Obviously (b) and (c) have some relation ship. (c) should be around half (b),
so for a 0.35mm nozzle the layer height should be around 0.15, and this give also a requirement on
the flatness of the bed and its leveling.

A good fat first layer or automatic bed leveling are therefor vital to get good results.

The filament volume per second that runs through the extruder (what goes in comes out, so it is the
same on both sides). The parameters that determine that are:

• Filament diameter (a). For fine tuning reason the filament diameter (a) can be measured, since it
might not be 3mm it might be 2.9mm (3% less diameter => 7% less area or volume per second).

Important

Measuring the filament diameter and adjusting it in the slicer parameters is therefore ad-
visable.

• Speed of filament going into the extruder (v). This is set by the speed of the extruder motor. The
motor speed can be set precisely. A hobbled wheel is usually used to move the filament. The radius
of this the hobbled wheel is therefore also crucial. However the real radius is the radius of the
filament center to the center of the hobbled wheel. A delay between in and out exists since the
filament must first be put under pressure before it flows. And it flows just if it is melted. The extruder
can loose some steps when the material is not liquid enough or on too much pressure.

The volume per second is a2*pi/4*v

The filament volume per second will then be squeezed onto the surface. The profile has the height of
the extruder above the surface (c = layer height) and the width (d) results out of the volume per second
and the speed the surface moves below extruder (vs).

Important

Squeezing the material onto the surface results in some force between surface and material
and results into a rather rectangular string. The final result is that the material attaches well
on the surface.

Putting material in a rather circle shape on the surface will not produce any force between
surface and the material and might therefore not attach.

Considering the shape rectangular (d >> c), the volume per second on the surface is c*d*vs. This is
the same as what coming from the extruder. Therefore the width (d) is d=(a2*pi*v)/(c*vs).
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Note

The extruder diameter (b) does not appear in the formula. The width (d) can be smaller or
larger than the extruder diameter (b). However extruder diameter (b) defines the maximum
layer height (c). As example, a 0.35mm extruder has a maximum layer height of 0.2mm

Note

Reducing the layer height gives better results but also increases the time to print. It is there-
fore a good parameter to be modified. Example: Cut the printing time to approximately half
increasing the layer height from 0.1mm to 0.2mm and accept a minor print quality.

Filament diameter 1.75mm that is used on the more modern printers and 3mm is one option. This
is more an extruder issue. Material goes to the extrude and needs to be melted. 3mm has therefore
less speed but needs to melt a higher diameter it is therefore slower and needs more extruder force.
1.75mm is faster and has a better response time.

Since printing speed is an issue the mass to be accelerated is tried to be minimized by the printer
designs. Simple designs have one of the x/y motors to be accelerated. To avoid that some designs have
both motors stationary. Examples are: Core XY, H-bot

Material
1. PLA (Polylactic acid) has a glass-liquid transition temperature of 45-65°C where it changes into

a reversible rubber state. At 150-160°C it starts to melt. At around 60° it gets soft and above it
becomes almost liquid and flows therefore well out of the extruder. It is therefore the beginner
material for 3D printing. Since it is compost-able it is not very weather resistant. It is not flexible
(similar to glass) and therefore brakes easily.

Note

Not all PLA is the same. Some is more flexible than others and some PLA is even suited for
dishwashers. So when not happy with PLA try to choose PLA from an other manufacturer.

2. ABS (Acrylonitrile butadiene styrene) has a glass-liquid transition temperature of 106-142°C. Lego
blocks are made out of ABS. Datasheets don't specify a melting point since it does not get really
liquid it gets more pulpy. It shrinks and therefore a heated bed of around 110°C is required otherwise
the object falls off the bed during printing or gets bad wrapping. It is a little bit elastic and therefore
does not break easily. It is much more robust against environmental impacts (sun light, dishwasher)
than PLA.

3. HIPS (High Impact Polystyrene) is similar to be printed as ABS but is more targeted as supporting
material in a double extruder printer since it can be washed out using a Limonene solution.

4. PVA (Polyvinyl alcohol) is water-soluble and therefore ideal for supporting material. It is used as
packing material for dishwasher tabs.

Note

Filament material is available that contains carbon fibers. For such material steel nozzles is
recommended since brass nozzles would wear out.

Also elastic filament material is available that challenges the extruder feed (usually hobbled
wheel and might not be suitable for a bowden extruder.

G codes
Once converted to G codes a small micro controller is able to autonomously read the G code from a
memory card and print the 3D object without the need of a PC.
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Note

G code is not interchangeable between different 3D printers models. When adjusting the z-
axis resulting in an other gap, then also the G code needs to be regenerated. Conclusion: Do
not store, publish or archive G code.

For details on G code see http://reprap.org/wiki/G-code.

A simple test is connect the printer to a terminal (set the baudrate) and pressing reset. ASCII text
should appear during the boot test.

Then try to read the temperature: M105 and press enter.

Or M115 to see what printer you got.

M119 to see end stop status.

M114 to see actual coordinates.

M106 turns the fan on M107 turns it off.

The following is advised after a firmware update: M502 loads the default values and M500 stores
them to EEPROM

The fundamental G-Code instruction is

G1 X<aa.bb> Y<aa.bb> F<speed>

Where <aa.bb> is a mm dimension and speed the speed to go there. X,Y,Z (and F) are optional,
when missing the actual position stays.

;  this is a comment line

For python there is https://github.com/jminardi/mecode that creates G code. http://reprap.org/wi-
ki/Pronterface can also be used to learn, test and simulate application.

M117 Printing started 

sends any text to the printers display (or print servers gui). It is therefore nice or worth to add such
lines to gcode files at places where the slicer, printer server or any other tools allow it. If it does not
work, test it when the printer is not printing and use for example Octoprints terminal. During print it
might happen that other tasks write to the display and therefore overwrite your custom message.

Marlin
Marlin from http://marlinfw.org/is one printer SW that uses the arduino platform. Marlin is full of
option to suit many 3D printers. Download a tagged version from http://marlinfw.org/meta/download/
or https://github.com/MarlinFirmware/Marlin/tags . 3D printer vendors provide already configured
printer firmware for their models. A drawback is that those might create a fork of the original Marlin
SW and therefore SW version control might be getting messy.

Test your Marlin board by starting a terminal program as gtkterm and open the port with the correct
baudrate (Note: 250000 might not be supported by Linux, in worst case the Marlin SW must be re-
compiled using the 115200 baudrate). When pressing reset Marlin prints out a lot of useful information
how it got compiled and configured.

Note

Marlin is a mature software and includes some features to prevent the printer from damaging
itself or doing stupid things. Such a check are:

http://reprap.org/wiki/G-code
https://github.com/jminardi/mecode
http://reprap.org/wiki/Pronterface
http://reprap.org/wiki/Pronterface
http://marlinfw.org/
http://marlinfw.org/meta/download/
https://github.com/MarlinFirmware/Marlin/tags
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preventing the extruder to turn when it is cold

Check if temperature is suitable in absolute range (short between two wires or broken wired
of sensor) but also dynamically if the temperature regulation sees something not as expected.

Compiling Marlin
Unfortunately compiling Marlin on Linux might end up in some troubles.

1. If the Avr compiler binary is downloaded and added to some directory than it can not be found.
A workaround is opening a console and PATH=$PATH:/<path to avr>/avr8-gnu-tool-
chain-linux_x86/bin

export PATH

$PATH

arduino

This will set the PATH environmental variable and then start arduino

Alternatively check what you find in /usr/share/arduino/hardware/tools/avr and
if it does not exist add the link

ln -s /<path to avr>/avr8-gnu-toolchain-linux_x86/bin /usr/share/arduino/hard-
ware/tools/avr

2. The newest marlin firmware requires an arduino version newer than 1.6.8 and your Linux distrib-
ution has just something as arduino version 1.0.5. Use either work with older arduino version or
an older marlin software or just download the newest arduino IDE as archive unpack it and run
it from there.

3. On a self built avr compiler everything works well but then the marlin binary does not behave as
expected. This might be a compiler problem so try it with the compilers coming from the newest
arduino versions or use a binary compiler as from Atmel.

Customizing Marlin
Usually all custom settings are done in the Configuration.h file. For somebody who likes to tune and
upgrade his 3D printer it is recommended to move away from the printer vendors Marlin versions and
use the official Marlin versions.

Most settings are self explanatory. A bit tricky is the extruder direction that might to be inverted. On
the user interface positive values mean extruding and negative retracting.

Regulating the temperature requires some parameters. Those can be parameter can be automatically
determined by running the command M303 E<n> S<temp> C<m> from a terminal program as gtk-
term or from a 3D printer SW. This heats up Extruder <n> to <temp>°C and stays at the temperature
for <m e.g. 12> cycles. Finally Marlin returns PID autotune finished! containing Kp
Ki Kd parameters of the PID temperature control.

Note

Those PID parameters depend also on the voltage used and should therefore be verified on
each power supply modification.

Important

Consider turning the fan on (M106) before determining the regulator parameters with M303.
If the fan cools too much so the target temperature can not be reached, then M303 will fail
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with a timeout error. Reduce speed and restart and do not forget to tell the slicer that it is not
allowed to run the fans at full speed.

The same PID control could also be made for the heated bed where E-1 could be inserted in the M303
command. However this is mostly not done and the bed is operated in Bang-Bang mode (on/off instead
of PWM). Therefore no PID parameters are used for the bed (also the extrudes could be configured
to run in bang-bang mode). Sometimes the hardware uses a relay to turn on the heated bed and this
prevents to use PWM with the PID control.

Note

M303 E-1 will not work when marlin is configured having a Bang-Bang mode heated bed.

Tricky is also to get the steps/mm values for the stepper motors since this depends an the mechanics,
motors and stepper drivers micro-stepping setting. There are calculators on the web to determine this
https://www.prusaprinters.org/calculator/. A 1.8° (200 steps per revolution) motor driving a Z axis
with 1.5mm thread pitch has therefore a resolution of 1.5mm/200=7.5um.

Important

Not all layer heights are possible. If the steps do not match with the layer heights then an
aliasing effect might (or might not) be visible on the vertical surfaces.

Layer heights that are a multiple of 7.5mm as 0.15mm and 0.3mm are possible. Layer heights
as 0.1mm, 0.2mm or 0.4mm should be avoided.

To set a odd looking layer height as 0.105mm, 0.21mm or 0.405mm give then complete steps.

Note

This is without micro stepping. Micro stepping requires to have power in the z motor, if
power is turned off the motor moves to a complete step.

The 3rd number in DEFAULT_AXIS_STEPS_PER_UNIT is the number of steps (including micro
steps) required to lift 1mm. (200 * 16) steps / 1.5 mm = 2133.33 steps/mm

Printing a cube will confirm that the dimensions are correct.

DEFAULT_MAX_FEEDRATE in mm/s, DEFAULT_MAX_ACCELERATION in mm/s2 and DE-
FAULT_<n>JERK in mm/s3 are a crucial parameter to not having the stepper motors loose some
steps.

There are other acceleration parameters as DEFAULT_ACCELERATION that is used internally be
the merlins planner but are then constrained further if needed.

In older marlin versions it was possible to modify parameter values and store then non volatile. This
is also possible in the new marlin versions but is disabled per default

#define EEPROM_SETTINGS
#define EEPROM_CHITCHAT

will bring it back.

Note

If this EEPROM feature is enabled then it needs to be erased when a new marlin version is
programmed. This can be done by selecting Restore Failsafe from the user interface (or via
avrdude using the programmer)

The AUTOTEMP feature increases the hot-end temperature depending on the amount of material
flowing through the nozzle. It can be configured with M109 and M104

https://www.prusaprinters.org/calculator/
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Printing SW
It should be noted that controlling a 3D via a PC means that the PC has to run non stop for a couple
of hours. It is better to have the printer autonomously printing from an SD card (some SW allow to
download a file to the SDcard without unplugging it). An other option is using a small device as an
raspberry and having a printer server running from there. SW to control an printer attached to a PC are:

• replicatorg http://replicat.org/ intuitive but a bit old fashioned looking

• repsnapper http://reprap.org/wiki/RepSnapper_Manual:Introduction

• repetier https://www.repetier.com it uses .NET framework and runs under Linux using Mono. It is
recommended to install monodevelop since this brings all the libraries. V0.84 is the version recom-
mended to be used with the K8200. For the installation the zip file needs to be unzipped and con-
figureFirst.sh to be started this creates then the script repetierHost that can be executed. Graphic
acceleration (Direct X or OpenGL) needs to be installed. It has a good G-code editor that shows
also a the result of a selected G-Code line in 3D view.

• printrun https://github.com/kliment/Printrun

http://replicat.org/
http://reprap.org/wiki/RepSnapper_Manual:Introduction
https://www.repetier.com
https://github.com/kliment/Printrun
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Chapter 3. Printer server

Octoprint
Octoprint from https://octoprint.org/ is an open source version to control 3d printers from the web.

Figure 3.1. Octoprint

OctoPi is a SDcard image (less than 2GByte) for Raspberry (Raspberry Pi A, B, A+, B+, B2, 3 and
Zero) is available so installation a test it gets quickly. It uses the debian based raspian and has the
default username is “pi”, default password is “raspberry”. sudo raspi-config configures it. sudo su
changes to the root console and after this entering sudo is no more required.

Note

Your SDcard might be bigger than the image. Once installed, the image can be expanded by
sudo raspi-config to use the complete SDcard. Alternatively for people that like it compli-
cated, the image could be made larger to have the same size of the SDcard using the truncate
command.

Download and unzip the image from https://octoprint.org/download/

dd bs=4M if=2017-06-21-octopi-jessie-lite-0.14.0.img of=/dev/sdf or similar is a command and the
only one to be made to put the image to a SDcard.

https://octoprint.org/
https://octoprint.org/download/
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If the network works ssh pi@<IP address as 192.168.1.7> with password "raspberry" can
be used to login. Otherwise a HDMI screen and a USB keyboard need to be plugged in.

Note

Octopi is raspian (debian) based, however if it comes to configuring the network octopi
uses the /boot/octopi-network.txt file instead of the debian file /etc/net-
work/interfaces

If WLAN is used (since cable missing or avoiding conducted electromagnetic disturbances) the /
boot/octopi-network.txt file needs to be edited to get the ssid and its psk (password):

iface wlan0-octopi inet manual
    wpa-ssid "<my ssid>"
    wpa-psk "<my pre shared key aka password>"

Once octoprint is accessed using its ip address in the browser, a printer profile should be added and
set as default containing the printer settings. If auto connect to the printer fails, the appropriate port /
dev/ttyUSB0 for the raspberry and the correct baudrate as 115200 should be set. Linux generally
struggles with higher baud rates since those are out of the specs for physical com ports.

Since it is open source it belongs to a community and has lots of addons and plug-ins. Registered plug-
ins can directly be installed using the web interface. Some of the useful plugins are:

1. Automatic shot down, so when printing is finished the the raspi turns itself off in a saver way than
just remove it power.

2. Display Z shows the layer height so it is a good indication of the printing progress

3. Navbar temperature shows the different temperatures in the header lines

4. Display progress makes that the octoprint progress appears on the 3d printers display so it is the
same as if the 3d printer prints from its SDcard.

5. TerminalCommands creates buttons that can be pressed and issues custom G-code commands

6. Dashboard

Octoprint supports also slicing stl files into gcodes. However since slicing is one of the most important
tasks in 3d printing an external slicer as slic3r that allows to observe the slicing results is recommended.

Gcode files can be uploaded but can not be directly rendered and printed. To print one of the file needs
to be loaded and then it can also be graphically observed. The slicer sclic3r allows directly uploading
gcode files to octoprint.
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Figure 3.2. Gcode Viewer

OctoPi detects an webcam and shows its streamed video in the control tab.
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Figure 3.3. Webcam

More important than to see how nice it looks is is to observe a disaster and stop printing.
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Figure 3.4. Disaster

The wizard can be started by ssh pi@<ip address> and editing  ~/.octoprint/con-
fig.yaml

firstRun: true

Since Octoprint is a web server it can also be accessed from the Internet. Obviously for this case it has
to be configured (Access Control) to requiring a login to avoid that every body on the web can print.
For most private people the router might be the only device having an Internet address. Therefore the
router needs to configured to do port 80 forwarding for a web server. Then it already works, however
the numeric IP address (as shown in the routers menu) that might change from time to time must be
inserted. To avoid this, a dynamic DNS server can be setup (as from https://www.changeip.com) in
the router so finally Octoprint and the printer can be seen under a address

Repetier Server
Repetier server is targeted at a computer permanently attached to the printer and having a web interface
for the gui. This computer can be a smaller device as a raspberry. There is also the option supporting
a web cam. The standard way is installing rasapian the Debian Linux for Raspery and then having
https://www.repetier-server.com/download-repetier-server/ the debian package for it installed https://
www.repetier-server.com/manuals/0.60/index.html. Once raspian works sudo dpkg -i <name of
repetier server package>.deb then do a ifconfig and on a remote computer http://<ip>:3344
to have it on port 3344.

https://www.changeip.com
https://www.repetier-server.com/download-repetier-server/
https://www.repetier-server.com/manuals/0.60/index.html
https://www.repetier-server.com/manuals/0.60/index.html
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Once connected, the configuration can then be done via the web browser.

Figure 3.5. Repetier Server

The firmware in the printer should be reduced to the maximum Linux supports 15200 baud. Also the /
dev/ file where the printer pops up needs to know. Usually this is /dev/ttyUSB0. If host is known
(rasp) an attached printer can be directly addressed.

Note

Unfortunately Repetier Server is not open source and some features (rendered images, web-
cam) got disabled after a while to be encouraged to pay for the pro version.
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Chapter 4. Slicer
Slicers slice the 3d model usually STL into 2D slices of a certain thickness.

Slic3r
Slice3r from http://slic3r.org/ converts 3D format as stl into machine, material and model specific G
code. It can send the gcode directly to octoprint using the API key from octoprint as authentication.

It has rich features as:

• Adding supporting material when printing flatter than 45°. For supporting material infill rectangular
can better be removed than honeycomb.

• Infill patterns as honeycomb to save material and reduce printing time

Figure 4.1. Slic3r

The priorities of Slic3r are not in making a standalone gui program (however the gui is nice), it has a
command line interface that allows to integrate Slic3r into other programs. Having it standalone gives
the better overview and link to its documentation to tune the many slice parameters. The configuration
manager ask for the necessary settings to get a first useful printing result.

http://slic3r.org/
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Slic3r has two modes simple and expert.

In simple modes all the settings supported via *.ini files that are ASCII readable.

In expert mode the *.ini files parameters are split into 3: Print, Filament and Printer profiles.
*.ini files can be still imported and exported.

Warning

As tests with Velleman *.ini file import and export and diff showed, just in expert modes
all parameters can be imported. In simple mode some are set to default. Therefore advanced
users should work only in export mode to not get some of their settings set to default.

The configuration files go into  ~/.Slic3r/

The skirt is the outer ring that has the purpose to have the filament flow nicely before printing with
the first and critical layer begins. The skirt does not touch the object.

Perimeters are the outside walls of the objects.

Top and bottom layers should get a concentric infill when the object is round.

Brim is to make a larger surface on the bed so the object sticks better to it. It is attached to the object.
Once printed, the surface can then be removed.

Raft is an additional floor underneath the object to be printed (Brim is on the first layer(s) of the
object). Mostly it is less dense and has a pattern.

Important

The extrusion width in % is based on the layer height and not the nozzle diameter. To achieve
a good printing result, it has to be made sure that the values given result in an extrusion
width that is larger than the nozzle diameter. As example if layer height is 0.2mm and extru-
sion width is 150% then the extrusion width is 0.2mm*150%=0.3mm and this is below the
0.35mm nozzle diameter.

The result of slicing can be exported to svg and best observed via http://garyhodg-
son.github.io/slic3rsvgviewer/

The Object> Settings (or its icon) opens a window where the following can be made:

• Depending on the z position, the layer height can be modified using a list

• An stl file can be loaded to define a zone that overlaps the objects stl file. For this zone then different
modifiers can be selected. Examples: set infill to 100%. or use an other extruder with a different
material. See: http://slic3r.org/blog/modifier-meshes

Usually the bed gets heated first and then the cold nozzle will be placed to the home position that might
be 0.2mm above the bed. If old and cold filament is around the nozzle or even an old cold string hangs
then a collision with the bed happens. The home position is usually at the corner of the bed where it is
flexible so no damage happens. However such collision can be avoided by having the nozzle hot and
the old filament melted before going so close to the bed. M109 can be inserted to the start code:

M109 S200 ; wait for nozzle being hot before going home
G28 ; home all axes 

Prusa Slicer https://github.com/prusa3d/PrusaSliceris a based on Slic3r and supports also other printers
than the ones from PRusa.

Cura
There is CuraEngine a command line program and Cura a graphical front end.

http://garyhodgson.github.io/slic3rsvgviewer/
http://garyhodgson.github.io/slic3rsvgviewer/
http://slic3r.org/blog/modifier-meshes
https://github.com/prusa3d/PrusaSlicer
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Chapter 5. Printing tricks

Falling off the heated bed
There are unfortunately many effects that can cause the object falling from the heated bed.

It is therefore important to find the exact reason why it happen and try to troubleshoot this one and
not an other reason that is not the cause.

If the z offset is not correctly and the nozzle too high above the bed then it will not stick well. The
opposite is if the nozzle is too low and the material is really squeezed with pressure to the surface
then it glues well.

A good first layer is obviously a key since this is in touch with the heated bed.

If the first layer sticks well and is a bit fat, then other issues as wrapping could be the case.

First layer issues
To get a nice first layer speed can be reduced (30%-50%)and temperature increased +5°C (while Fan
is off). The first layer should be printed a bit thick and fat to be tolerant to a not perfectly leveled or
flat bed and to stick well.

When scratching with the fingernail over the first layer (the side that touches the bed) then no profile
should be felt. PLA can even be so flat that it reflects light like a mirror and no structure or the filament
strings can be observed. If a profile can be felt too little material came out of the extruder or the gap
between extruder and bed was to high.

If everything goes well PLA sticks hardly on the bed and it is wise to wait until the bed has cooled
down to remove it.

Shrinking and wrapping
Large object will shrink during printing. Effects are:

1. No more stick on the heated bead and slides of the bead creating a big spider net of filament

2. Parts get bended corners

3. Extruder crashes into the object causing the motors to looses steps or pushing object from the bed

4. Crack between upper layers when bed has enough temperature to keep bottom layers down
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Figure 5.1. Shrinking and wrapping

To remove effects of it:

1. Clean bead to have it grease free (watch out that the cleaner does not add other stuff to the glass
surface),

2. Use PLA instead of ABS since it shrinks much less.

3. Add supporting material on first layer as slic3r 3mm brim (or put a structured layer below raft) to
attach better to the bead.

4. Decrease infill density so less material is printed (getting 5mm wide honeycombs).

5. Have the printer in a heated case,

6. Use an other surface as heat resistant tape (Kapton),

Cooling fans
The effect of the cooling fans depend where the blow.

Cooling fans can cool the printed filament down to where it is enough stable to hold the next upper
layer. On the other hand if an adjacent line connects better to the printed line if it is hot. Additionally
the filament shrinks when cooling down and could pop off the heated bead. Slicers allow to control
the fan depending the time the slice needs to print.

Cooling fans are also used on extruders to keep the filament to be printed on a low temperature to not
get damaged when it runs over its hobbed bolt and reduce oozing when the filament gets retracted to
make a position move without something to be printed.

Note

Such colling fans might be permanently on since they do not depend on the slice shape.
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Note

Cooling fans might cool so well that the extruder does not reach anymore its temperature and
the printer firmware as marlin report an error and stop printing.

Slicers as Slic3r have a parameter to set maximum fan speed.

Melted peaks

Figure 5.2. Printing Upside down

If the last layer ends in a peak then it can happen that the filament does not cool down fast enough.
There are options to slow down printing when the area gets small and turn the fan on. But this works
just down to a certain area, but there is always the hot extruder beneath the small area. An other way
out is printing multiple parts at the same time or flip the part and use supporting material as a brim.

Free hanging
Do not be worried too much about free hanging sections in the parts. If the free hanging string finds
some other end it works quite well without supporting material. High speed from one side to the other
and then let the filament string cool down to shrink and getting tight is the key. A good slicer handles
this well.
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Figure 5.3. Free hanging

Robustness
PLA is hard similar to glass and therefore breaks easily. Additionally it is not suited to be exposed
for a long time to intensive sun light and to put into dishwashers. Material as ABS are a bit soft and
therefore do not brake as glass and are more robust to sun light and dishwasher effects.

Since 3d printers staple layers, they form something as predetermined braking points or notch effects.
The forces applied to the parts should therefore be analyzed
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Figure 5.4. Notch effect

To get rid of the notch effect in the direction of the forces, the part could be rotated on the printing
bed so that the forces will be rectangular pointing the the layer surfaces (Note: 90 degrees is optimal
but also less is a significant improvement).

Figure 5.5. No notch effect (soluble support material)
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Figure 5.6. No notch effect (detachable support material)

So priority should be given to the robustness and not to the easy printing. This might result that parts
have to be redesigned to get a flat surface to be put to the bed or parts that need to be split to different
parts that then get put together as a puzzle. Obviously 2 extruder printers having one filament being
dis-solvable and printing support material have an advantage here.

Second layer does not attach
An other problem is when the second layer does not stick to the in this case perfect first layer. This is
a sign of too much material coming out that does not find the way down (or filament not hot enough).
While printing, the layer can be saved by swiping the hot strings with a finger down (don't burn your
fingers on the extruder). If the consequent layers do not have a problem anymore then the z-axis zero
position should be re-adjusted (by the slicer or the Z-axis stop). If the other layers have the same
problem then the filament diameter setting in the slicer need to be made larger.
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Figure 5.7. Second layer problem

Click noise from extruder
A click sound from the (especially gear-less) extruder means the stepper motor tripped out of syn-
chronization.

Important

This is not normal and worth to be immediately fixed. Do not experiment too long with slicing
parameters, consider to open and clean the extruder.

The source of it could be that there is not enough force to squeeze the amount of filament through the
nozzle or the filament coming out does not find empty space.

Solutions:

1. If it happens just on the first layer then it might not critical, the extruder might fight with a not
horizontal bed and is not able to put as much material to the surface as desired. Adjust printer Z-
offset. As a positive side effect the object will glue well to the bead.

2. Too much material comes out, try to reduce it with the extrusion multiplier or filament diameter
in steps of 0.05.

3. Extruder have a limit how many mm3 per second can flow. Changing parameters to reduce the
material flow (smaller layer height, extruder width) or temperature increase so the material flows
easier. could help ,

4. Disassemble the extruder and clean it.

The hot end collects lots of dirt as grime from burned dust.

Some extruder have a PTFE (teflon) tube that might be jammed.
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Due to tolerances there are diameter change edges inside the extruder. It is recommended to check
that the cold parts have a higher diameter than the hot parts so the melted filament does not stick
in the extruder.

Too much or too less material
Diameter of the filament tolerance but also diameter of the hobbled wheel make a certain uncertainty
of the amount of material coming out of the extruder.

Too much material have the following effects:

Material is squeezed out of the perimeters, since the infill is empty it makes no effect. Nozzle gets in
collision with extensive material of the previous layer. Wiggling of the object, loosing stepper motor
steps or part falling of the bed might occur.

To less material makes bad print quality. Scratching with the fingernail over a side might cause that
strings come off.

Stepper motor looses some steps
Acceleration, jerk and speed settings in the firmware might be too high. To confirm this print pieces
with long thin parts having smooth movements. Infill with honeycomb make lots of movement.

Current in the stepper motor is too low.

Friction in the mechanical system is too low.

Nozzle has collision with previous layer due to too much material printed. Or if happens on the first
layers then the Z axis is not well calibrated.
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Chapter 6. K8200 or Reprap 3drag
The 3drag printer http://3dprint.elettronicain.it/, https://store.open-electronics.org/3Drag%203D
%20printer%20KIT, http://reprap.org/wiki/3drag, https://www.open-electronics.org/3drag-3d-print-
er/ or Velleman 3D printer kit k8200 http://www.k8200.eu/locale/ is a popular Open Source Print-
er Platform. Since it is an open project extensions projects as convert it to a CNC machinehttps://
www.open-electronics.org/tag/3drag-cnc/ or add on a chocolate extruder existhttps://www.open-elec-
tronics.org/3drag-is-now-printing-with-chocolate/.

Figure 6.1. K8200

It uses the http://reprap.org/wiki/3Drag_controller https://www.open-electronics.org/a-new-board-
for-the-3drag-theres-more-than-sanguinololu/ 3drag controller board following the "Arduino Mega
2560 oder Mega ADK" open source design.

A small incompatibility to the Arduino exists. An original Arduino resets each time a communication
gets initiated due to the connection to the DTR signal. Since this would stop 3D printing, this line is
cut on the 3Drag_controller and fed to a jumper that must be set when a new firmware gets uploaded.

The PC software reptier is recommended.

The Mega 2560 avr microcontroller uses the marlin firmware from https://github.com/ErikZalm/Mar-
lin. The firmware must be configured for a particular printer (size of table, height, extruder nozzle,
filament diameter, temperature sensors, ....). For a beginner it is best to download it from Velleman.

http://3dprint.elettronicain.it/
https://store.open-electronics.org/3Drag%203D%20printer%20KIT
https://store.open-electronics.org/3Drag%203D%20printer%20KIT
http://reprap.org/wiki/3drag
https://www.open-electronics.org/3drag-3d-printer/
https://www.open-electronics.org/3drag-3d-printer/
http://www.k8200.eu/locale/
https://www.open-electronics.org/tag/3drag-cnc/
https://www.open-electronics.org/tag/3drag-cnc/
https://www.open-electronics.org/3drag-is-now-printing-with-chocolate/
https://www.open-electronics.org/3drag-is-now-printing-with-chocolate/
http://reprap.org/wiki/3Drag_controller
https://www.open-electronics.org/a-new-board-for-the-3drag-theres-more-than-sanguinololu/
https://www.open-electronics.org/a-new-board-for-the-3drag-theres-more-than-sanguinololu/
https://github.com/ErikZalm/Marlin
https://github.com/ErikZalm/Marlin
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The controller board can be expanded with a user interface having a SDcard slot and a Text based
LCD. This extension allows then to used the 3D printer autonomously https://www.open-electronic-
s.org/autonomous-printing-with-your-reprap/.

Figure 6.2. K8200 LCD

Filenames should be short to fit in the display. It prints directly from files containing G-code, those
files have a *.gcode or *.g extension.

Buying the Velleman K8200 kit gives a very good cost performance ratio. However some skills me-
chanical, electronics, SW and finally be willing to spend a couple of days to adjust and fine tune it.
The kit is not something for people that like to get something out of the box. However not have it
out of the box, be open source and very well documented, the printer is a good platform that will not
get obsolete quickly.

The mechanic is very well done some key components as are very robust and precise. Since every-
thing is screwed together it looks not as an out of the box product. It requires some fine tuning until
everything runs well. Things to take care are:

• The belts should run rectangular in the frame and have the correct tension. Not to tight and not too
loose. When wrong, then a stepper motor could trip and resulting in shift of all following slices. If
this still happens the acceleration using the LCD user interface can be reduced as from 1000 to 500.
Alternatively the voltage of the stepper driver chip could be increased from 0.425V to maximum
0.55V as Velleman recommends. Or simply recheck if the trimmer voltages are still the same as
when adjusted.

• The X Y bearings holders can have a collision if wrongly mounted.

• Everything is very well documented except the details about how to mount the NTC resistor of the
extruder. However I recommend to use PT1000 resitors instead of the NTC.

• The bed needs to be adjusted horizontally, so the extruder can move around it with a fix distance.
However it might be that the bed is not complete flat. In the middle it might be some 0.1mm higher.

https://www.open-electronics.org/autonomous-printing-with-your-reprap/
https://www.open-electronics.org/autonomous-printing-with-your-reprap/
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The guide says just press it down, but when doing it comes back and bending too much probably
could do more damage. The FAQ say the holes where the heated bead is mounted can be increased to
3.5 or 4mm. If it is not extreme than it can be accepted as it is. However it is strongly recommended
to put a glass plate onto the bed. Since glass is very stiff it can be assumed that the table will be flat.

• The countersink screws of the heated bed might stick out and create a potential collision risk with
the extruder nozzle, so the holes need to be improved to have something as a 0.1mm.

• A 15V 6.5A laptop style power supply is used (peak up to 5A can be measure with a multimeter)
and needs to be active to be able to communicate with the controller board even when USB is
plugged. The USB powers some LEDs and the FTDI USB chip that makes the connection to a PC.
The original power supply delivered from Velleman is cheap and might break down. Actually the
open source design was done for a 12V power supply, so running with 3V more is not ideal. Stuff
as the 12V fan might brake down early and the 5V line regulator on the controller board gets hotter.
12V are too low to heat up the heated bed, this might be the reason why a compromise with 15V
has been made. However 15V are still not enough to heat up the heated bead for ABS. For ABS an
additional power supply having 24V is recommended.

• The printer communicates as it would be a serial link. Under Linux it uses /dev/ttyUSB0. Since
it uses USB, the FTDI chip supports much higher baudrates and therefore 250000 baud is used.
Unfortunately Linux might refuse to support such a high baudrate and therefore the printer can
not communicate with a Linux PC. Since it is open source it is easy to change and recompile the
marlin firmware to run at the serial link with 115200 baud. The marlin firmware is already prepared
for that. Open the file Configuration.h, Just comment 250000 and uncomment 115200 then
recompile and upload it to arduino:

//#define BAUDRATE 250000
#define BAUDRATE 115200

There are some weak points. Being positive, this helps to learn the basics in 3D printing. A complete
assembled 3D printer might be easier to set up but when then some problems occur then limited
documentation is around.

Important

There are many issues known with this printer. Looking positive at it: This printer is used by
many innovative and intelligent people that since it is open source steadily improve it. Con-
sidering those improvements it becomes an up to date trouble free printer platform. Platform,
since it is never finished nor outdated. On the other hand buying a new one and then buying
all the updates is not very interesting.

Z axis end stop switch
A reliable and precise z axis end stop switch is very important since it determines the quality of the
first layer.

Note

When printing with layer thicknesses of 0.2mm or even 0.1mm then it is obvious that the
precision of the z-axis switch must be significantly better than this. One turn of the M3 ad-
justment screw gives 0.5mm. 0.05mm are 36° rotation of the screw.

Also the bed might be not 100% horizontal (when having a glass plate it can at least be
assumed that it is flat. With a PCB this is not the case). It is therefore a common habit the
print the first layer thicker to equalize those tolerances.

The original Z axis stop switch assembly works but it is far away to be adjustment friendly.
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Therefore it is worth to modify it to:

1. No need to go with a screwdriver between switch and adjustment screw to adjust.

2. No counter nut to fasten it and having therefore a potential to turn the adjustment screw again.

3. Adjust y-axis of the adjustment screw to touch the switch lever in the center

4. Having a simple way to electrically check that the switch has been activated. A simple plug that
allows to connect a ohm meter is a way. Using the 3rd pin on the connector and adding a LED
would be an other option. However an LED light up the controller board must be prepared to deliver
a voltage. The controller is prepared for that but unfortunately it is not clear how to do it.

Figure 6.3. z axis switch improvement

Having an improved Z axis stop switch the adjustment gets easy:

1. Put the adjustment screw in the upper most position so it does not engage

2. By hand turn the cleaned extruder down to the bed and use a feeler gauge to have it 0.1 mm above
the bed

3. Make sure that the switch can be electrically observed. Either disconnect it from the controller
board and add an Ohm meter or other means as when having added an LED.
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4. Engage the switch by hand to be sure it works.

5. Turn the adjustment screw down until you hear a click and you see that it has electrically switched.

6. Lock the adjustment screw

7. Move the Z axis up and then use the controller board to go the auto home

8. Make that the motors are not powered (e.g. a simple reset to the controller board) then move the
bet by hand to the center and check with the feeler gauge that the distance is again 0.1mm. If not
loop this instruction list until it is so.

The ultimate test is start printing and at the first layer interrupt it (as pressing reset) then check the
distance with a feeler gauge and compare with what the printer thinks.

Z axis issue
The standard axis is known to get a wobbling effect that can be seen on the printed parts. The trape-
zoidal upgrade should fix that. However there are still some issues:

1. The z motor gets now the full forces by the horizontal beam into its radial bearing. This is not a
way as it should be.

2. Moving in z direction can result in bad noise

3. When pressing on the (free hanging) right most part of the horizontal beam then the extruder moves
some couple of scary millimeters down. Considering that layer heights of 0.1 to 0.35 millimeters
get printed it is a surprise that not much troubles occur. Therefore do not touch the horizontal beam
while printing, it can result that the extruder gets a bad collision with the part being printed and than
a disaster occurs.On the other hand this wobbly horizontal beam has also its advantage. If printing
with too much material the beam can escape upwards where as an solid beam would push the part
from the bed or loose stepper motor steps.

A second Z axis to have the horizontal beam stable is recommended to be added. If so, then the dy-
namical parameters of the Z drive change since more masses need to be rotated and lifted. Parameters
like acceleration, jerk and speed should be lowered if the stepper motor struggles to move. This can
be done by creating a new marlin firmware or/and setting the parameters via user interface (and store
it to non volatile memory).

Filament feeding issue
One weak point and bad thing that can happen with the original extruder is that the 3mm PLA filament
breaks inside the extruder, when the printer is not in use (ABS does not have this issue). To avoid that
the printer can be preheated and the filament removed. An other solution is to put an extra command as

G1 Z200 ; go max Z axis to not have PLA breaking off

in the slicers end g-code to move the printer to maximum z position so the filament goes in a curve
out of the coil into the extruder.

Another issue is that the filament sticks inside the extruder.
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Figure 6.4. Broken filament
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Figure 6.5. No stiff filament

To fix that the motor (as in the picture) or the extruder can be removed. The photo shows, that there
is no way of pressing the filament out.

Important

When the filament is hot and under pressure, then its diameter can become larger and when
getting cold it can stuck hardly in the extruder. Take out the filament when not in use. To take
it out preheat to PLA or ABS. When hot for a while, then turn the wheel counter clockwise
so material comes out of the nozzle. When it comes out smoothly, release the Butterfly bolt
and pull the filament out without turning the wheel.

If sticked filament occurs frequently then this could be a mis alignment between black and white plastic
piece of the extruder that creates an edge where the filament sticks. With the white heat resistant piece
untouched, drilling a bigger hole in the black piece removes this obstacle.

When having the LCD controller then there is under the menu prepare the move axis command. The
extruder motor is also considered as an axis and can be moved to extract or fill in the filament.

Temperature control issue
Temperature control is the key for 3D printing.
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Note

The measured hot end temperature is not the temperature of the filament coming out of the
extruder. It is the temperature of the temperature sensor that is fixed to the hot end. Effects
can occur as: When pressing lots of material through the extruder than the temperature of
the filament might decrease.

It is common to use the regulated 5V of the PCB as reference and then divided by two resistors. One
of the two resistors is the NTC either on the extruder or underneath the headed bed. As NTC stands
for negative temperature coefficient, the NTC reduces its resistance when getting warm. Therefore the
microcontroller gets a lower voltage when the NTC is getting hot.

When the 5V of the controller board changes (as due to load) a direct impact to the measured temper-
ature occurs. Improvements are:

Capacitors parallel to the NTC to remove noise.

Separate precision voltage reference for the temperature sensors.

Checking the temperature of the extruder is important when the extruder motor shutters or the printing
results not are very promising as when the two layers to not attach well. A good sign is if the filament
flows easily and quickly out of the extruder.

It appears that the sensor should be clean and free from melted filament.

Too cold filament will put stress on the extruder motor and might produce shuttering.

The temperature check can be done using a thermocouple

Figure 6.6. Extruder temperature check

or an infrared thermometer (as MLX90614)
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Figure 6.7. Extruder temperature check

The extruder NTC is very small and exposed to the high extruder temperatures. The manufacturer is
Futura Electronic 7350-NTC100K. It has 100K at 25°C and and a temperature coefficient of 4.5%/C.
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Figure 6.8. Magnified Extruder NTC

The temperature curve is not linear. Considering absolute resistance changes, it is very sensitive at low
temperatures but no more sensitive at filament melting temperatures. The chart below shows an old
"broken" NTC a new one and a mathematically calculated curve with 4.5% resistance decrease per °C.
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Figure 6.9. NTC characteristics

It appears that this tiny NTC can get bad values ("damaged") easily and has no more the correct
resistance temperature behavior. A weak point might be the contacting point between wire and chip
NTC resistor. It should be rated up to 250°C so even higher temperature as necessary for ABS should
be supported.

Conclusion choosing such an NTC resistor characteristics for the extruder temperature regulation is
a bad choice. Spending more money having a thermocouple or spending less money and having a
PT1000 would be better.

An other issue is that the marlin SW Configuration.h has configured an other NTC resistor the ATC
Semitec 104GT-2 that seems to have a slightly different curve. Unfortunately this device has reached
end of life production. However marlin uses a temperature voltage lookup table produced using the
python script createTemperatureLookup Marlin.py. Those tables end up in thermistorta-
bles.h.

Temperature check of the heated bed is done best using an infrared thermometer.
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Figure 6.10. Bed temperature check

PT1000 instead NTC
PT1000 resistors have a standardized linear temperature curve.

Figure 6.11. PT1000 curve

In the new original Marlin software there is support for PT1000 resistors inside the file thermis-
tortables.h.
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It is recommended to switch from the Velleman firmware to the original Marlin firmware.

However this is just recommended for experienced users. For less experienced users it is recommend-
ed to not run into a SW version mess and loose other K8200 settings and therefore copy just the lines
of code for the PT1000 into the thermistortables.h coming from Velleman. In Configu-
ration.h set

#define TEMP_SENSOR_0 1047

This means using a PT1000 for the extruder and the standard 4k7 pull up resistor on the controller
board.

A PT1000 instead of a PT100 is recommended to have a higher voltage change. The PT1000 can be
easily attached to the extruder using the standard screw and its washer. PT1000 resistors have normed
linear temperature curves so they can be obtained from a preferred manufacturer/distributor.

Figure 6.12. FK422 PT1000 B

Since it is a film resistor on a flat ceramic substrate it can relatively easily clamped under the washer.

Important

It should be taken care about the extension wires are connected, since solder starts to melt
around 200°C. Crimping (or welding) is therefore an option.
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Figure 6.13. Extruder with PT1000

For the heated bead also SMD PT1000 resistors are available. If this is used then add

#define TEMP_SENSOR_BED 1047

in Configuration.h

Especially for the heated bed it should be noted that the measured temperature is the temperature of
the temperature sensor it self and not of the heated bed and not of the surface of the glass panel.

Heated bed issue
On the schematics the voltage for the heated bed, extrude and motors is 12V. This is far too low and
Velleman added a 15V power supply. This works well for PLA but is not enough for the heated bed
when using ABS. With 15V the maximum heated bed temperature is about 55°C but ABS likes to have
something about 100°C. Not having the heated bed enough hot, makes that the printed piece shrinks
a lot, sticks no more to the bed and falls of during printing.

Increasing the voltage from 12V becomes critical for the 5V linear regulator of the controller board
that will have to dissipate more heat. The linear regulator could be replaced by a pin compatible DCDC
converter to get a 24V system that is able to heat up the heated bed to above 100°C. Considering that
it seems the board got designed for 12V operating it with 24V would need further investigations if all
parts including stepper motor drivers can handle it.

An other approach is using two power supplies, the Velleman 15V power supply and a second 24V
power supply connected to the same ground and having its positive voltage connected to the heated
bed. The power MOS FET transistor on the controller board can handle 24V and the required current.
This way it is possible to get the heated beds temperature above 100°C. I run my printer more than
a year with this solution.

An other solutions found on the Internet use the controllers MOS FET just to turn on a LED of an
optocoupler and having the optocouplers output turning on a second MOS FET. This solution has
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also the advantage that the two power supplies can be galvanic separated from each other and that the
heated bed current will not flow through the controller boards ground.

It is wise to determine the resistance over current and voltage measurements and not via ohm meter
(too little current).

At 28.1V the measured current was 5.75A resulting in 162W or 4.89Ohm resistance.

For the heated bed power supply a device that can adjust its output voltage as from 19.2V to 29.5V is
recommended this gives different options for the required power.

19.2V/4.89Ohm = 3.93A or 75W

24.0W/4.89Ohm = 4.91A or 118W

29.5V/4.89Ohm = 6.03A or 179W

Direct extruder
It uses a new firmware and the axes x,z (y is done by positioning the extruder on the horizontal beam),
must be re-adjusted since the position of the extruder nozzle is on a different coordinate.

Important

Check that the extruder motor turns in the correct direction so extruding puts out material
from the nozzle if not change in Configuration.h

#define INVERT_E0_DIR true   

to the opposite value.

Fitting a PT1000 instead of the NTC resistor to measure the extruder temperature reliable is also very
recommended.

Double extruder
The marlin Software is prepared to control more than 1 extruder and the K8200 firmware is targeted
to the board 77 that has already definitions to have a second extruder. Configuration.h needs
therefore be edited to tell that there are 2 extruders.

However the hardware is not prepared for that. The hardware could be expanded to allow a second
extruder. A difficulty is finding the new pins. pin.h defines the pin numbers used by the software.
Sd2pinMap.h then maps them to the specific microprocessor used. Finally the marlin software uses
fastio.h to access it. Analog inputs used for the temperature sensors are handled differently. Since
they use featured pins they can not be mapped to other ports as a simple digital IO. The ATmega
processor has 16 analog input pins. 0 to 7 are on port F and 8 to 15 are on port K. This results in
the following:

Signal Extruder 0 Extruder 1

Enable motor 24 => PA2 30 => PC7

Step motor 26 => PA4 36 => PC1

Dir motor 28 => PA6 34 => PC3

Heater 10 => PB4 12 => PB6

Temperature Sensor 13 => PK5 15 => PK7
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